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ABSTRACT: The wedge failure is one of the common forms of slope failures. In this study, the authors 
investigate the sliding responses ofrock wedges under dynamic loads rather than the initiation of wedge slid
ing. Firstly some laboratory model tests are described. On the basis of these model tests on rock wedges, the 
theoretical model proposed previously is extended to compute the sliding responses of rock wedges in time 
domain. The proposed theoretical model is applied to simulate the sliding responses of rock wedge model 
tests and its validity is discussed. In the final part, the method proposed is applied to actual wedge failures 
observed in 1995 Dinar earthquake, 2007 <;ameli earthquake and 2005 Pakistan-Kashmir earthquake, and 
the results are discussed. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The stability of rock slopes under dynamic load
ing in mining and civil engineering depends upon 
the slope geometry, mechanical properties of rock 
mass and discontinuities, and the characteristics of 
dynamic loads with time (Aydan 2015). The wedge 
failure is one of the common forms of rock slope 
failures (Fig. 1). 

In this study, the sliding responses of rock wedges 
under dynamic loads rather than the initiation of 
wedge sliding are investigated. Firstly some labo
ratory tests on model wedges are described. On the 
basis of these model tests on rock wedges, the the
oretical models developed by Aydan and Kumsar 
(2010) are used to compute the sliding responses of 
rock wedges in time domain. In the final part, the 
method is applied to actual wedge failures observed 
in 1995 Dinar earthquake, 2007 �ameli earthquake 
and 2005 Pakistan-Kashmir earthquake, and the 
results are discussed. 

2 DYNAMIC MODEL TESTS 

2 .1 Preparation of Models 

Six special moulds were prepared to cast model 
wedges (Kumsar et al. 2000). For each wedge con
figuration, three wedge blocks were prepared. Each 
base block had dimensions of 140xl00x260mm. 
Base and wedge models were made of mortar and 
their geomechanical parameters were similar to 
those of rocks. 

The composition of the mortar used for the prepa
ration of the models is 1781 kgf/m3 of fine sand, 
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Figure 1. Some examples of wedge failure of rock slopes 

360 kgf/m3 of cement with a water-cement ratio of 
0.5. The cement used in mortar was rapid harden
ing type and samples were cured for about 7 days 
in a room with a constant temperature. The wedge 
angles and the initial intersection angles of wedge 
blocks are listed in Table 1. 

In addition, several mortar slabs were cast to 
measure the friction angle of sliding planes. A num
ber of tilting tests were performed. The inferred 
friction angle measured in tilting tests ranged 
between 30° and 34° with an average of 32 °. 

Table I. Geometric parameters of wedges (also see Figure 9). 

Wedge Number Intersection Half—wedge 
inclination — ん(0) Angle,(0l=co2 (

0) 

TBI(Swedge120) 29 61.5 

TB2(Swedge100) 29 51.5 

TB3(Swedge90) 31 47.8 

TB4(Swedge70) 27 40.0 

TB5(Swedge60) 30 33.8 

TB6(Swedge45) 30 26.0 
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